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1. INTRODUCTION
A paradigm shift is taking place in the realm of power distri-

bution networks. Power distribution networks that have been tra-

ditionally built to meet peak demand are now being automated to

offer reliability on demand, i.e., smart distribution power grids can

be automatically reconfigured after events such as power failures.

In future distribution automation networks an important design

decision will consist of which approach to use to avoid voltage

drops. A standard approach is to add static capacitors to the dis-

tribution circuit. Novel techniques include the automatic reduction

of active or reactive load through demand response, or the addition

of distributed generators that can tradeoff active load for reactive

load. In this paper, we introduce a new modeling approach to assist

in such design decisions.

The survivability of a system is its ability to function during and

after a failure. In survivability analysis, the initial state of the sys-

tem is set to a failure state, so survivability is “conditional per-

formability” [9, 11]. The main contribution of this paper is the

development of a model to study the power distribution in smart

grids during the (transient) period that starts after a failure till the

system fully recovers.

The proposed model bridges power flow modeling of reactive

power compensation [8, 14] with performability/survivability mod-

eling of automation distribution networks [1]. We use a Markov

chain to characterize the phased recovery of the system after a fail-

ure [5]. Then, we associate to each state of the Markov chain a

set of corresponding rewards to characterize the active and reactive

power supplied and demanded in that state.
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We connect the survivability model with an availability model,

to produce a generalization of the System Average Interruption Du-

ration Index (SAIDI) and the Customer Average Interruption Du-

ration Index (CAIDI), which are two of the most important power

grid reliability metrics (Section 2). Whereas previous work ex-

perimentally derived the probability distribution function of SAIDI

accounting for demand response [12], we propose a model in order

to predict such a distribution. The survivability model allows us to

obtain closed form expressions for the SAIDI and related metrics,

such as mean time to recovery and mean energy not supplied up to

full system recovery after a failure (Section 3). The closed form

expressions are a function of different system parameters related

to distributed generation, demand response effectiveness and other

smart grid features. In Section 4 we illustrate the applicability of

our model through a case study.

Related Work There is a vast literature on steady state analysis

of power distribution systems [14, 1]. Brown et al. [3] presents a

hierarchical Markovian model which allows to get steady state be-

havior of the infrastructure and from that to derive classical metrics.

Pievatolo et al. [13] presents a model where the components fail

according to independent semi-Markov processes and in which the

restoration times can follow non-exponential distributions. Using

the model, the authors get average metrics and the steady-state out-

age duration distribution. These works are complementary to ours,

as we consider the transient analysis of power systems with reactive

power compensation. As we consider reactive power compensa-

tion, the Markov model introduced here differs from [1], allowing

us to derive closed form expressions to the metrics of interest.

2. SURVIVABILITY METRICS
In this section we introduce classic reliability metrics of inter-

est in the realm of power systems. We present their mathematical

definitions and extend them to account for transient system charac-

teristics.

Fault detection, isolation and restoration (FDIR) is concerned

with the detection of faults on the feeder line, determining the loca-

tion of the fault, isolation of the faulty feeder section and automated

restoration of power to the feeder sections located outside the fault

boundary, i.e., the non-faulty feeder sections. The granularity of

FDIR depends on how the feeder line is divided into sections, and

the availability of backup power to feed the healthy sections of the

feeder line.

Given a topology with C sections, let N be the total number of



customers, let Nj,k be the number of customers in the system im-

pacted by the k-th failure at section j and let Kj be the number

of failures at section j during a pre-established large observation

period, j � 1, . . . , C, k � 1, . . . , Kj . Let ϕj,k be the outage du-

ration due to the k-th failure that occurred at section j, measured

in hours. Let ϕj be the average outage duration due to all failures

at section j. Let φj be the average number of failures at section j,

during the same pre-established observation period. The observa-

tion period is usually assumed to be one year so that ϕj and φj are

the annual average outage duration and number of failures, respec-

tively.

The System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) is an

important measure of the power utility’s ability to cope with recov-

ery from failures. It is a measure of average customer impact of

system interruptions as it computes the sum of customer interrup-

tion durations over the total number of customers [14],

DEFINITION 2.1. The SAIDI index is the average outage dura-

tion for each customer served,

SAIDI �

Ç

j�1

Kj
¸

k�1

ϕj,k
Nj,k

N
(1)

The Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI) is a

metric related to SAIDI where the denominator is replaced by the

number of customer interrupted. Therefore, CAIDI computes the

average customer interruption duration,

DEFINITION 2.2. The CAIDI index is the average customer in-

terruption duration,

CAIDI �

°C

j�1

°Kj

k�1
ϕj,kNj,k

°C

j�1

°Kj

k�1
Nj,k

(2)

In the smart-grid infrastructure the number of customers im-

pacted by a service interruption and the energy not supplied are

governed by dynamic automated processes. Therefore, there is a

need for predictive models to estimate SAIDI and the related relia-

bility indices introduced above in the smart-grid environment. The

models allow us to quantify how the indices depend on different sys-

tem parameters, accounting for the transient behavior of the system

after a failure. After a failure, the energy not supplied will vary

over time during a multi-step recovery process. Let tmjptq, t ¥ 0u

be a stochastic process in which the random variable mjptq char-

acterizes the energy not supplied per unit time, after a failure in

section j, j � 1, . . . , C, t units of time after the failure; mjptq

accounts for the effect of one single failure in section j. If a full

system recovery occurs at time T , we setmjptq � 0 for t ¥ T . We

assume that each fault is fully cleared before the next occurs. Note

that whereas j refers to the section at which the failure occurred,

the failure might have affected multiple sections, and mjptq is the

energy not supplied for the whole system at time t. LetMjpτ q be

the accumulated energy not supplied by time τ after a failure in

section j,Mjpτ q �
³τ

t�0
mjptqdt, j � 1, . . . , C.

Note that the total energy demanded per unit time can also vary

during recovery. This occurs, for instance, if demand response is

integrated with failure recovery. Let tdjptq, t ¥ 0u be a stochastic

process in which the random variable djptq characterizes the total

energy demanded per unit time at time t during the recovery from

a failure in section j. Let Djpτ q be the energy demanded over the

first τ time units during the recovery from a failure in section j,

Djpτ q �
³τ

t�0
djptqdt, j � 1, . . . , C.

Letmjptq be the mean value ofmjptq. In the remainder of this

paper, given a random variable Z we denote its mean by Z or ErZs

interchangeably,

M jpτ q �

» τ

t�0

mjptqdt, j � 1, . . . , C (3)

Djpτ q is defined similarly.

Recall that φj is the expected number of failures at section j dur-

ing a pre-established large observation period (typically one year),

j � 1, . . . , C. We define the extended SAIDI index (ESAIDI)

as the outage duration accounting for the energy demanded and not

supplied during the first τ units of time after a failure averaged over

all sections,

DEFINITION 2.3. The extended SAIDI index is given by

ESAIDIpτ q �

Ç

j�1

φjτ

�

M jpτ q

Djpτ q




(4)

The term inside parentheses in (4) is the fraction of the mean ac-

cumulated energy not supplied over the mean accumulated energy

demanded by time τ after a failure. Note that we assumed that τ

is a deterministic scalar value. Alternatively, let Xj be a random

variable characterizing the time to full system recovery after a fail-

ure at section j, j � 1, . . . , C. In what follows, we make explicit

the fact that the expectations of MjpXjq and DjpXjq are taken

with respect toXj , tmjptq, t ¥ 0u and tdjptq, t ¥ 0u, and denote

them by EXj ,tmj ptq,t¥0urMjpXjqs and EXj ,tdjptq,t¥0urDjpXjqs,

respectively. Replacing τ in (4) by the corresponding mean recov-

ery times yields

ESAIDI �

Ç

j�1

φjErXjs

�

EXj ,tmjptq,t¥0urMjpXjqs

EXj,tdj ptq,t¥0urDjpXjqs




(5)

We define the extended CAIDI index (ECAIDI) as the average

outage duration, averaged over all sections,

DEFINITION 2.4. The extended CAIDI index is given by

ECAIDI �

°C

j�1
φjErXjsEXj ,tmj ptq,t¥0urMjpXjqs

°C

j�1
φjEXj ,tmj ptq,t¥0urMjpXjqs

(6)

Consider now the scenario in which all sections are amenable to

automatic restoration except the failed section j, j � 1, . . . , C. A

metric related to the extended CAIDI is obtained by adapting the

definition of Xj above, letting rXj be a random variable character-

izing the time to repair all sections, except possibly j (as further

discussed in Sections 3 and 4).

Next, we show that Definitions 2.1-2.2 follow as a special case of

Definitions 2.3-2.4. If the energy demanded per user per unit time

is constant and equal toE,mjptq � NjE and djptq � NE. In ad-

dition, if the mean outage duration due to one failure at section j is

τ , and the number of failures at section j is independent of the out-

age duration due to a failure at that section, ϕj � ErXjsφj � τφj .

Then, ESAIDIpτ q � ESAIDI � SAIDI and ECAIDI � CAIDI.

In equations (4) and (5), φj is computed from an availability

model whileDjpτ q,M jpτ q and related metrics are computed from

a survivability model. In what follows, we will focus on the surviv-

ability model which allows us to obtain closed form expressions

for the metrics of interest, as described in Section 3 and illustrated

through a numerical example in Section 4.

3. SURVIVABILITY MODEL
In this section we present the model used to compute survivabil-

ity metrics of power distribution systems. Since we will be consid-

ering failures at a given section i, we drop the subscripts from the

metrics of interest whenever the failed section is clear from context.
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Figure 1: Phased recovery model

3.1 Phased Recovery Model
In order to compute the metrics of interest we use a Markov

chain with rewards to model the phased recovery after a failure.

Let Ω be the state space of the Markov chain, with cardinality |Ω|,

Ω � ts0, . . . , s
|Ω|�1u. Let Sptq be the system state at time t.

The probability of finding the system at state k at time t is πkptq,

πkptq � P pSptq � skq.

To each state sj we associate its corresponding rate reward σk,

k � 0, . . . , |Ω| � 1. Let lptq be the system instantaneous reward

rate at time t. Then, the accumulated reward over the finite horizon

r0, τ s is denoted by Lpτ q,

Lpτ q�

» τ

0

|Ω|�1
¸

k�0

lpt|Sptq�skqπkptqdt�

|Ω|�1
¸

k�0

σk

» τ

0

πkptqdt (7)

Recall that the real-valued random variable X characterizes the

time up to full system recovery. Let uk be the residence time at

state k from the instant at which a failure occurred up to full sys-

tem recovery, k � 0, . . . , |Ω| � 1. Let L be a random variable

characterizing the accumulated reward up to full system recovery.

The mean accumulated reward up to full system recovery is

L � EX,tlptq,t¥0urLpXqs �

|Ω|�1
¸

k�0

σkuk (8)

We now describe the specific phased recovery model considered

in this paper. After a failure at section i, power might become

unavailable in other sections of the system due to cascading effects.

We refer to the set of additional sections affected by a failure at

section i as the upstream of i, or i�. A tie switch is used to control

the flow of energy from a backup substation to i� (Figure 1).

Both electro-mechanical and computer-based strategies are used

to address failures in an integrated manner. It takes an average of ǫ

units of time for the failed section to be isolated. As the time for a

section to be isolated is negligible compared to the other considered

times in this paper, we assume ǫ � 0.

After section i is isolated, the system transitions to states s1, s2
or s3, depending on whether there is enough active and reactive

power available to supply the upstream sections (Figure 1). If there

is enough energy to supply i� (state s1), a tie switch is closed,

energy is automatically restored, and the system transitions to state

s6 at rate α. Otherwise (states s2 and s3), the demand response

and distributed generation programs are activated, and it takes on

average 1{β for them to take place. Such programs are effective

with probability rR and rA at states s2 and s3, respectively. In case

they are effective, a tie switch is closed and the systems transitions

from state s2 and s3, respectively, to state s4. Note that we do

not explicitly model demand that is shifted to a later point in time

(i.e. load shedding [2]). In state s4 the upstream sections can be

automatically restored. As in state s1, the automatic restoration rate

at state s4 is α. At states s5 and s6, only section i remains to be

fixed. The manual repair rate occurs at rate δ. A manual repair can

take place from every state of the model, and yields a transition to

state s0 (full system recovery).

3.2 Model Solution
In this section we compute the metrics of interest from theMarkov

chain characterizing the system phased recovery shown in Figure 1.

LetQ be the Markov chain infinitesimal generator,

Q �

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
δ �α� δ 0 0 0 0 α
δ 0 �βrR � δ 0 βrR 0 0
δ 0 0 �βrA � δ βrA 0 0
δ 0 0 0 �α� δ α 0
δ 0 0 0 0 �δ 0
δ 0 0 0 0 0 �δ

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Let λk be the k-th eigenvalue of Q, k � 0, 1, 2, . . . , 6. As the

Markov chain is acyclic, its eigenvalues are the transition rates out

of each state, i.e., λk � qpk, kq. Therefore,

λ�

�

0,�pα� δq,�pδ � βrRq,�pδ � βrAq,�pα� δq,�δ,�δ
�

(9)

Recall that πkptq is the probability that the system is at state sk
at time t. After a failure, the system starts in one of states s1, s2
or s3. Let qA,R be the probability that the system has sufficient

backup active and reactive power to supply for i� after a failure

at section i. Let qA,�R be the probability that the system has suf-

ficient backup active power, but not sufficient reactive power af-

ter a failure. Finally, let q
�A be the probability that the system

does not have sufficient active power after a failure (independently

of whether reactive power suffices or not). Then, π1p0q � qA,R,

π2p0q � qA,�R and π3p0q � q
�A. As πptq � exppQtq, t ¡ 0,

we are able to obtain closed form expressions for πptq,

π
Æ

ptq � 0 (10)

π1ptq � e
�pα�δqt

π1p0q (11)

π2ptq � e
�pδ�βrRqtπ2p0q (12)

π3ptq � e
�pδ�βrAqtπ3p0q (13)

π4ptq �
βrRpe

�βrRt
� e�αt

q

α� βrR
e
�δt

π2p0q�

�

βrApe
�βrAt

� e�αt
q

α� βrA
e
�δt

π3p0q (14)

π5ptq �
α� βrR � αe�βrRt

� pβrRqe
�αt

α� βrR
e
�δt

π2p0q �

�

α� βrA � αe�βrAt
� pβrAqe

�αt

α� βrA
e
�δt

π3p0q

(15)

π6ptq � p1� e
�αt

qe
�δt

π1p0q (16)

π0ptq � 1� e
�tδ

(17)

It follows from [7, eq. (3.11)] that the mean accumulated reward

by time t, Lptq, has the following functional form

Lptq �
¸

i�0,1,2,3,6

κpi, 0qe
λit

� κpi, 1qte
λit (18)



where λ is given by (9) and the coefficients κpi, jq follow from (7)

and (10)-(17),

κp0, 0q � �pκp1, 0q � κp2, 0q � κp3, 0q � κp6, 0qq (19)

κp1, 0q �

�

π1p0q

α� δ




pσ6 � σ1q � (20)

�

�

βrAπ3p0q

pα� δqpα� βrAq
�

βrRπ2p0q

pα� δqpα� βrRq




pσ4�σ5q

κp2, 0q �
π2p0qpασ5 � βrRσ4q

pα� βrRqpδ � βrRq
�

π2p0qσ2

δ � βrR
(21)

κp3, 0q �
π3p0qpασ5 � βrAσ4q

pα� βrAqpδ � βrAq
�

π3p0qσ3

δ � βrA
(22)

κp6, 0q �
pσ0 � π1p0qσ6q

δ
� (23)

� σ5

�

π3p0qpα� βrAq

δpα� βrAq
�

π2p0qpα� βrRq

δpα� βrRq




κp0, 1q � σ0 (24)

κpi, 1q � 0, i � 1, 2, 3, 6 (25)

In general, if there is no compact expression for the coefficients

κpi, jq one can numerically compute them in a recursive fash-

ion, leveraging the fact that the phased recovery Markov chain is

acyclic [10]. Alternatively, one can use techniques based on uni-

formization for the computation of Lptq [4].

Let Lpt0, 5, 6uq be the accumulated reward up to recovery of all

sections amenable to automatic restoration (i.e., all sections except

i). Next, we compute Lpt0, 5, 6uq. Consider a modified Markov

chain, which transitions to state 0 as soon as the system reaches

states 5 or 6. From state 0, the modified system transitions to states

1, 2 and 3 with rates ψqA,R, ψqA,�R and ψq
�A. Let pπ be the

steady state probability vector of the modified chain,

pπ0�∆
�1
{ψ (26)

pπ1�∆
�1 qA,R

α� δ
(27)

pπ2�∆
�1 qA,�R

δ � βrR
(28)

pπ3�∆
�1 q

�A

δ � βrA
(29)

pπ4�∆
�1 βrApβrR � δqp1�qA,Rq�qA,�RβδprA�rRq

pα�δq pδ�βrAq pδ�βrRq
(30)

where ∆ is a normalization constant to ensure
°

4

i�0
pπi � 1. The

mean time to reach states 0, 5 or 6,Xpt0, 5, 6uq, isXpt0, 5, 6uq �

p∆ � ψ�1
q. The mean time spent at state k before reaching states

0, 5 or 6, ukpt0, 5, 6uq, k � 1, . . . , 4, is given by

uipt0, 5, 6uq � p∆� ψ
�1
q

pπk

pπ1 � pπ2 � pπ3 � pπ4

, k � 1, 2, 3, 4

(31)

After a failure at section i, the mean accumulated reward up to

recovery of i�, Lpt0, 5, 6uq, is

Lpt0, 5, 6uq �

4
¸

k�1

σkukpt0, 5, 6uq (32)

4. CASE STUDY
In this section we use a case study to illustrate the applicability

of our model. To this goal, we set the parameters of our phase

recovery model as follows: ǫ � 0, α � 30, β � 4, δ � 1{4, with

rates given in units of events per hour. Let r be the effectiveness

of the demand response and distributed generation programs, r �

rA � rR. We vary qA,R and r according to our experimental

goals, setting qA,�R � q
�A � p1� qA,Rq{2.

Our experimental setup is an adaptation of that reported in [15],

adjusted in such a way that the data falls in ranges that are rep-

resentative of real systems [6]. The setup consists of six sections.

The active and reactive load per section, in KW and KVAR, respec-

tively, are shown in Table 1. The net active power demand is the

sum of the standard load and the load due to the charging of electric

vehicles (second and third columns in Table 1). Part of this load is

amenable to reduction by demand response programs (fourth col-

umn in Table 1) and distributed generation (not considered in this

case study). The reactive power demand and the portion amenable

to reduction by demand response programs are shown in the fifth

and sixth columns in Table 1. Reactive power generated by solar

panels (distributed generation) at each section is shown in the last

column of the table. Note that reactive power generated in a section

can be transferred to other sections.

act. pow. act. pow. react. pow. react. pow. reactive pow.
demand amenable demand amenable distributed

reduction reduction generation
standard EV dem.resp. dem.resp. solar

1 108.94 3.51 4.07 26.76 2.66 5.43
2 11.93 1.17 2.03 0.03 0.00 0.95
3 71.06 2.25 11.59 9.50 2.90 5.16
4 142.12 17.53 15.27 227.40 21.67 22.30
5 207.32 17.53 0.00 98.00 0.00 24.43
6 7.97 2.25 1.45 0.08 0.03 0.00

total 549.34 44.24 361.77

Table 1: Load per section (in KW and KVAR for active and

reactive energy, respectively)

We consider a failure at section 1, and assume that the failure

disrupts sections 2-6, i.e., sections 2-6 are in the upstream of sec-

tion 1. Backup sources, demand response programs and distributed

generation will determine if sections 2-6 can be automatically re-

paired before section 1 is manually fixed. The rewards at each of

the model states are obtained from Table 1 and are shown in Ta-

ble 2. In states 1-3, the energy supplied is zero and the energy not

supplied equals the sum of the cells in bold face in Table 2. In

state 4, the energy not supplied decreases due to demand response

programs and distributed generation (their net effect over the active

and reactive power is the sum of underlined and italicized cells in

Table 1, respectively). In states 5 and 6, upstream sections have

been recovered, and the energy not supplied is obtained from the

first line of Table 1. Finally, in state 0 the system is fully recovered.

We now compute metrics related to ESAIDI and ECAIDI. Fig-

ure 2(a) shows the fraction of mean energy not supplied over mean

energy demanded by time t (term in parenthesis of (4), computed

using (18)). Dotted and solid lines correspond to reactive and ac-

tive power, respectively. Consider the scenario in which there is

a small probability that backup power suffices to supply for i�

(qA,R � 0.1), and demand response and distributed generation

have low effectiveness (r � 0.1). In this scenario, the fraction

of mean (active and reactive) accumulated energy not supplied is

state 1 -3 4 5 6 0

Active ES/h 0.00 0.00 456.53 481.13 593.58

Active ENS/h 593.58 568.98 112.45 112.45 0.00

Reactive ES/h 0.00 0.00 282.17 335.01 361.77

Reactive ENS/h 361.77 308.93 26.76 26.76 0.00

Table 2: Rewards: energy supplied per hour (ES/h) and energy

not supplied per hour (ENS/h).
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Figure 2: paq Fraction of mean accumulated energy not supplied over mean accumulated energy demanded, by time t (term in

parenthesis of ESAIDIpτ q) and pbqmean time to recover upstream sections.

high (roughly 0.2, eight hours after the failure). In contrast, if

the demand response program is integrated with failure recovery

(qA,R � 0.9), the fraction of mean accumulated energy not sup-

plied sharply decreases (qA,R � 0.1, r � 0.9). The effect of the

demand response program is not as evident in case it is likely that

the backup power suffices to supply for i�.

The dotted curves corresponding to reactive power for qA,R �

0.1, r � 0.9 and qA,R � 0.9, r � 0.1 cross each other at time

t � 2.8 at Figure 2(a). If we account for up to roughly three hours

after a failure, it is more important to have sufficient backup power

to supply for i� (r � 0.1 and qA,R � 0.9) than to have a high

probability that demand responds suffices to supply for i�. In con-

trast, if we account for longer periods of time, a demand response

program integrated with failure recovery (r � 0.9 and qA,R � 0.1)

yields more benefits than to have enough backup power to immedi-

ately supply for i� after a failure.

We now compute the mean time to repair all sections that are

amenable to automatic restoration, Er rX1s. Figure 2(b) shows

Er rX1s as a function of the probability r that demand response is

effective. Figure 2(b) is computed using (32). It indicates that the

mean time to recover the upstream sections varies between 0 and

4 hours, as a function of r and the probability that backup power

suffices to supply the upstream sections, qA,R, being more sensitive

to the latter when r   0.2.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced new extensions to some of the

most important metrics for power reliability accounting for the dy-

namic nature of distribution automation environments. We pre-

sented a phased recovery survivability model that accounts for the

interactions between demand response programs and power de-

mand. Using the model, we obtained closed-form expressions for

transient probabilities and accumulated rewards. We have used

our methodology to analyze a power circuit and to demonstrate

the tradeoffs between backup power, demand response programs

and effectiveness of distributed generation. We envision applying

our new metrics and methodology to issue investment recommen-

dations for provisioning the power network. Specifically, we are

interested in the optimization of distribution automation networks

under discrete constraints on budget and choices for equipment up-

grades. We are currently studying the mathematical functions map-

ping equipment choices into the parameters of the model described

in this paper. Once such parameterization is established, our model

yields survivability related metrics that can be set as the objective

function of the optimization problem.
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